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Macau. The replica of an ancient armillary sphere in downtown’s Senado square. 



The year 2020 marks the 410th anniversary of the death of father Matteo Ricci, a notable Jesuit 
and Italian priest (1552-1610), who is credited for the diffusion of Catholicism in China. The 
places and monuments related to Ricci’s 28-year stay in China are numerous, from Beijing’s 
old Summer Palace, designed for the Qing Dinasty, to Macau’s churches, to the astronomic 
observatories with the armillary spheres and the instruments for celestial observation which 
fascinated the Emperor, an astronomy enthusiast, and which Ricci, an astronomer himself, 
helped build, thus winning the sovereign’s heart and mind. The Italian missionary’s most 
significant heritage, however, is the practice of Catholicism which, despite the difficulties, is 
constantly growing in the Country. 

Ricci is the most beloved and respected European in China: kids learn about him in primary 
school, along with Marco Polo. The Emperor himself tributed him the same honors reserved 
for Mandarins, something that had never happened before with a foreigner, and ordered 
him buried in Beijing with a state funeral. Ricci’s mission sparked genuine diplomatic and 
commercial relations between the West and the Middle Empire, actually opening China’s 
doors to the world for the first time.



Beijing. Visitors in the labyrinth of the European-style old Summer Palace, built by the Jesuits for the Qing Emperors in the 18th Century.



Beijing. A man shoots video in front of the Forbidden City’s main gate. It took years before Ricci was admitted inside the Forbidden City at the presence of the Emperor.  



Macau. A man crosses the street in front of St. Anthony’s church. 



Macau. A Catholic priest celebrates a wedding in St. Anthony’s church.



Beijing. The reproduction of a giant armillary sphere in the departure hall of the international airport. 



Macau. Statues of Jesus Christ and the Virgin in the courtyard of St. Joseph’s Seminary, built by the Jesuits.



Macau. A photo shoot for soon-to-be husband and wife on the stairway leading to the ruins of St. Paul’s church, built by the Jesuits in the 16th Century. 



Beijing. A statue of St. Francis Xavier in the courtyard of the Cathedral of Inmaculate Conception, Beijing’s major Catholic church.



Macau. The shop downtown of a painter who specializes in Christian religious subjects. 



Beijing. A woman prays inside the Xishiku Cathedral, also known as the “Northern Church”.



Macau. Tourists shoot pictures inside the church of Sao Domingo.



Beijing. A visitor among the ruins of the European-style old Summer Palace, built by the Jesuits for the Qing Emperors in the 18th Century. 



Macau. A woman before holy mass in St. Anthony’s church.



Beijing,. A Buddhist monk on Tiananmen square. In his early Chinese years, Ricci used to dress as a Buddhist monk in order to mix with the Chinese society.



Beijing. Visitors inside the Forbidden City. It took years before Ricci was admitted inside the Forbidden City at the presence of the Emperor. 



Macau. A woman doing physical exercises in the garden of St. Lawrence’s church.  
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